


Posi-Shell ADC
Posi-Shell® Alternative Daily Cover is a spray-applied coating which is 
durable and erosion resistant that removes the need for traditional daily 
waste cover such as tarps or vaulable soils. Made of non-flammable, 
non-toxic materials, it is an environmentally compatible, multi-purpose 
daily landfill cover solution that is cost effective, taking up 24 times less 
space than traditional methods. 

Posi-Shell® is a reliable daily cover that;
 Conserves Air Space
 Cuts Operating Costs
 Prevents Windblown Debris
 Prevents Odours Causing Problems Off Site
 Deters Scavenging Birds, Mammals and Insects
 Prevents Pests From Being Attracted To / Infesting Site
 Minimises The Risk Of Fire
 Looks Clean & Professional
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How it Works
Applying Posi-Shell® ADC is a one-person operation and done using 
specialised equipment.

Simple to mix and easy to use, Posi-Shell® daily cover consists of water 
or leachate and Posi-Shell® base mix.

One load of ADC requires just one hour for mixing, application and 
rinse-out. After application it hardens to form a cement type crust that 
provides a durable coating.
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Other uses
Extended cover, Posi-Shell® can also be used as expert medium and 
long-term cover.

Erosion control, the mixture can be successfully used to apply ditch 
lining, bank stabilisation and hydroseeding.

Equipment
We offer a range of specialist machines for the application of ADCs that 
will withstand the harsh conditions associated with landfill and other 
unforgiving sites.

Machine sizes start from 2,000 litre capacity units and available as skid 
mounts or wheel fitted models.

All our ADC machines are perfectly suited for hydroseeding and dust 
suppression duties on site without any modifications required, reducing 
the reliance on outside contractors for capping and remedial work.
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Short term cover
Depending on 
conditions cover can 
last overnight to  
several weeks.

Medium term cover
Depending on 
conditions cover can 
last several weeks to 
several months.

Long term cover
Depending on 
conditions cover can 
last several months to 
one year.

Mixture
AF-Basic
AF-Light

AF-Medium
AF-Standard

AF-Medium
AF-Standard

Application 
Rate

0.20 to 0.25 m2/L. 0.15 to 0.20 m2/L. 0.10 to 0.15 m2/L.

Coverage 
Method

Apply from two 
directions to eliminate 
spray shadow.

Apply from two 
directions to eliminate 
spray shadow.

Apply from two 
directions to eliminate 
spray shadow. For 
slope coverage extend 
cover 0.9 to 1.2 meters 
beyond crest of slope.

Coverage 
Thickness

Finished cover should 
be Approx. 3.5 mm.

Finished cover should 
be Approx. 6.5 mm.

Finished cover should 
be Approx. 9.5 mm.

Coverage 
Appearance

No waste/soil visible 
from any angle.

No waste/soil visible 
from any angle. Cover 
should have a “render-
like” texture.

No waste/soil visible 
from any angle. Cover 
should have a “render-
like” texture.

Coverage 
Maintenance 

None. Waste is placed 
over cover next 
working day.

Cover should be 
inspected periodically 
and touched up if waste/
soil becomes visible.

Cover should be 
inspected periodically 
and touched up if waste/
soil becomes visible.

Application Rates


